Efficient Indexing Mechanism for Unstructured Data Sharing Systems in Edge Computing
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Abstract—Edge computing promises a dramatic reduction in the network latency and the traffic volume, where many edge servers are placed at the edge of the Internet. Furthermore, these edge servers cache data to provide services for edge users. The data sharing among edge servers can effectively shorten the latency to retrieve the data and further reduce the network bandwidth consumption. The key challenge is to construct an efficient data indexing mechanism no matter how the data is cached in the edge network. Although this is essential, it is still an open problem. Moreover, existing methods such as the centralized indexing and the DHT indexing in other fields fail to meet the performance demand of edge computing. This paper presents a COordinate-based INdexing (COIN) mechanism for the data sharing in edge computing. COIN maintains a virtual space where the switches and the data indexes are associated with the coordinates. Then, COIN distributes data indexes to indexing edge servers based on those coordinates. The COIN is effective because any query request from an edge server can be responded when the data has been stored in the edge network. More importantly, COIN is efficient in both routing path lengths and forwarding table sizes for publishing/querying the data indexes. We implement COIN in a P4 prototype. Experimental results show that COIN uses 50% shorter path length and 30% less forwarding table entries to retrieve the data index compared to using Chord, a well-known DHT solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Edge Computing has been proposed to shift computing and storage capacities from the remote Cloud to the network edge in close proximity to mobile devices, sensors, and end users [1] [2]. Meanwhile, it promises a dramatic reduction in network latency and traffic volume, tackling the key challenges for materializing 5G vision. In edge computing, edge servers (also called as nodes) can perform computation offloading, data storage, data caching and data processing for edge users. However, unlike Cloud data center servers, edge servers are usually widely geographically distributed and have heterogeneous computation and storage capacities [2]. In edge computing, when an edge user sends a data request, the request is first directed to the nearest edge server. If the edge server has cached the data, it will return the data to the edge user, otherwise, it will retrieve the data from the Cloud for the edge user. However, retrieving data from the Cloud would incur a large amount of backhaul traffic and a long latency. Furthermore, retrieving the data from those neighboring edge servers that have cached the required data can efficiently reduce the bandwidth consumption and the latency of request response, as shown in the literature [3]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to study the data sharing among edge servers.

To enable the data sharing, the key challenge is to achieve the data index, which indicates the location of a data in the edge computing environment. However, it remains an open problem, and an efficient data indexing mechanism is very essential. Some earlier work about the data indexing in other computing environments is divided into three categories. The first one is the full indexing [4] where each edge node maintains a full index for all data in the edge network. The main drawback is that the bandwidth cost is too high to maintain the full index since each data location needs to be transferred to all edge nodes by the broadcast or the multicast. The second one is the centralized indexing [5] where a dedicated indexing server is needed to maintain all the data indexes. However, the centralized indexing suffers from the performance bottleneck and drawbacks in the fault-tolerance and the scalability. The last one is the distributed hash table (DHT) indexing [6], which has been extensively studied in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks and could be a candidate solution for the data sharing in edge computing. However, our observation shows that the DHT indexing goes through a significantly longer path to retrieve a data index compared to the shortest path between two edge nodes.

In this paper, we propose an efficient data indexing mechanism, called COordinate-based INdexing (COIN), for the data sharing in the edge computing environment. Those data from the Cloud and edge devices are locally cached in edge servers, and no global caching rules are required in the whole edge network. Therefore, for the data sharing of those unstructured data, this is an unstructured data sharing system. To achieve the COIN mechanism, the control plane of the network maintains a virtual 2-dimensional (2D) space where each switch is associated with a coordinate. Furthermore, each data index is also mapped into a coordinate in the virtual space. Then, the data index is stored in the indexing edge server that is directly connected to the switch whose coordinate is closest to the coordinate of the data index in the virtual space.

The COIN is effective because any query request from an edge server can be responded when the data has been cached in the edge network. More importantly, the lookup speed shows the efficiency of the COIN mechanism, which achieves
the shortest path lengths and the fewest forwarding table entries in switches to retrieve the data indexes. Furthermore, to enhance the robustness of the indexing systems, multiple index copies are essential in the edge network. In this case, the key challenge is how to quickly retrieve the data index from the nearest indexing edge server. To enable these advantages, our COIN mechanism embeds the path length between switches into the distance between points in the virtual space. After that, the data requester can instantly retrieve the data index from the nearest indexing edge servers by comparing their distances in the virtual space.

We conducted extensive experiments, using both P4 implementation and simulations, to evaluate the performance of the COIN mechanism. Experimental results show that the COIN mechanism uses 30% less forwarding table entries and 50% shorter path length to retrieve the data index compared to using the well-known DHT indexing mechanism [6].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce the motivation and the design overview of this paper. We detail the COIN mechanism in Section III. In Section IV, we evaluate the performance of the COIN mechanism based on a small-size testbed and large-scale simulations. We introduce the related work and conclude this paper in Section V and Section VI, respectively.

II. MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW

A. Motivation

Edge computing is to offload computing and storage to the network edges so as to enable computation-intensive and latency-critical applications. The promised gains of edge computing have motivated extensive efforts in both academia and industry on developing the technology [2][7]. In edge computing, each edge node caches some data to provide services for those edge users located in a given area. When a user sends a data request, the request is first directed to the closest edge server that is nearest to the Access Point (e.g. a base station). If the edge node has cached the data, it will immediately return the data to the edge user, otherwise, it will retrieve the data from the remote Cloud for the user, as shown in Fig. 1. Meanwhile, the data will be also cached in the corresponding edge node. It is no doubt that retrieving the data from the remote Cloud consumes too much bandwidth and incurs significantly long latency.

In edge computing, the need for data sharing mainly comes from two folds. One is that many popular contents in Cloud are asynchronously and repeatedly requested by different edge users. It has been predicted by Cisco that mobile video streaming will occupy up to 72% of the entire mobile data traffic by 2019 [7]. One unique property of such services is that the content requests are highly concentrated. Motivated by this fact, wireless content caching was proposed to avoid the frequent retrieval of the same contents. Another one is that the edge servers can deliver those data generated by some edge devices to other edge devices that are located in different geographical areas. It is estimated that tens of billions of edge devices will be deployed in the near future, and their processor speeds are growing exponentially, following Moore’s Law [7].

The development of the edge devices further promotes the data sharing and the repeated using of the data among edge servers. Therefore, there is an urgent need to study the data sharing among edge servers.

Meanwhile, the data sharing among multiple edge nodes can efficiently reduce the latency of data retrieval and the bandwidth consumption in the backhaul network [3]. Given a data sharing framework, when an edge node receives a data request, it will first lookup if the data has been cached in itself or other edge nodes in the edge network. If the data has been cached in the edge network, retrieving the data from the closer edge node is more efficient than from the remote Cloud. As shown in Fig. 1, when user 2 requests the same data as user 1, user 2 can retrieve the data from the corresponding edge node instead of the Cloud. Meanwhile, for the robustness of the indexing system, multiple index copies could be maintained for each shared data. It is also essential to optimize the indexing system for multiple index copies.

B. Design Overview

To achieve the data sharing among edge nodes, the key challenges are where to place the data index, how to search the data index and how to retrieve the data after getting a data index. Our COIN mechanism mainly solves the first two problems. The routing problem from the data requester to the data location that is indicated by the data index is orthogonal to our work. When a data requester gets a data index that indicates a data location, the data can be retrieved from the location by using the shortest path routing or other more efficient routing schemes. In the edge network, there are multiple edge nodes where each edge node consists of multiple edge servers. We use the following terms to describe the data sharing framework throughout the paper:

1) An ingress edge server refers to the closest edge server to a base station (BS). All data requests from the BS are firstly forwarded to this edge server.

2) A storing edge server refers to an edge server that stores some shared data items.

3) An indexing edge server refers to the edge server that stores the indexes of cached data at storing edge servers. Note that each edge node determines one of the edge servers as the indexing edge server.
4) An indirect edge server refers to an intermediate edge server that forwards any query request of data index, not including the ingress edge server and the indexing edge server. We explain the design choices for the data indexing and compare those choices with representative alternative designs to illustrate why we make those choices. To efficiently support the data indexing in edge computing, a direct design is to maintain a full Data Indexing Table (DIT) of all shared data in each edge node in the edge network. As shown in Fig. 2(a), on top of the full indexing mechanism, each edge node can quickly know if a data item exists in the edge network. However, the disadvantage of the full indexing is that the bandwidth cost of maintaining the full indexing is too huge. When an edge node caches a new data item, it needs to publish the data location to all edge nodes in the edge network.

The second choice is to choose a dedicated edge server to provide the centralized indexing service for all shared data in the edge network as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this scenario, the dedicated indexing server stores all data indexes, and each edge node forwards the data request to the unique indexing server. That is, only the dedicated indexing edge server needs to store the full DIT. However, an obvious flaw of this design is that the centralized indexing server will become the performance bottleneck. Furthermore, it also suffers from worse fault tolerance and load balance.

The third design is the DHT indexing mechanism, which has been extensively studied in peer-to-peer (P2P) networks [6][8][9]. The DHT indexing is a distributed indexing mechanism, and each indexing edge server just stores partial DIT. However, the DHT indexing mechanism employs multiple overlay hops to retrieve a data index where each overlay hop means the shortest path between two edge servers. More precisely, for any query, the searching process usually involves \(\log(n)\) forwardings where \(n\) is the number of edge nodes in the edge network [6]. That is, the ingress edge server could forward each incoming packet to a series of intermediate indirect edge servers before reaching the final indexing edge server, as shown in Fig. 2(c). It is no doubt that the longer path increases the query processing latency, server load and consumes more internal link capacity in the edge network.

In this paper, our solution is a coordinate-based indexing (COIN) mechanism, which just takes one overlay hop to search the data index as shown in Fig. 2(d). Furthermore, it achieves the benefits of the distributed data indexing, and needs less forwarding entries at each switch to support the data indexing than the DHT indexing mechanism. The features of different indexing mechanisms are concluded in Table I. Note that our COIN mechanism fully utilizes the advantages of software-defined networking (SDN) [10][11] where the control plane can collect the network topology and state including switch, port, link, and host information [12]. When we apply the principle of SDN to the edge computing, the network is called a Software-Defined Edge Network (SDEN). Fig 3 shows the framework of the COIN mechanism, including the main functions in the control plane and the switch plane. In SDN, the network management is logically centralized in the control plane consisting of one or multiple controllers, which generate the forwading table entries for switches. The switches in the switch plane only forward packets according to the installed entries derived from the controller. Note that the performance and scalability of the control plane is the key to the COIN mechanism. At current, there have been much research on improving the performance and scalability of the control plane [13][14].

To achieve the COIN mechanism, the control plane maintains a virtual 2D space where each switch is associated with a coordinate. The coordinates of switches are calculated in Section III-A1. Then, the control plane constructs a Delaunay Triangulation (DT) graph [15][16] in Section III-B1 to connect those points, which indicate the switches’ coordinates in the virtual space. Further, the control plane inserts the forwarding entries into the forwarding tables of switches where each forwarding entry indicates the coordinate of a neighboring switch. More precisely, the index of each shared data is also assigned to a coordinate in the virtual space based on its

![Fig. 2. Packet forwarding under different data indexing mechanisms.](image-url)
In matrix notation, this amounts to solving the equation $(1)$, which represents a system of linear equations. We need to solve the problem of embedding by the distances between points in the virtual space. In other words, we need to represent the network topology as a matrix of real numbers can be decomposed into a product of several matrices. The eigendecomposition can be computed from the distance matrix $D$ using the double centering in Step 2 of Algorithm 1. Furthermore, suppose that we do an eigendecomposition of $B = QAQ'$, where $Q$ is a real matrix with orthonormal columns and $A$ is a diagonal matrix. The coordinates of a data index $d$ are obtained by multiplying eigenvalues and eigenvectors in Step 3 of Algorithm 1.

### Algorithm 1: Coordinate-based Indexing

**Calculate the coordinates of switches in the virtual space while achieving the distance embedding.**

**Require:** The shortest path matrix $L$.

**Ensure:** The coordinates of the switches $U$.

1. Compute the squared distance matrix $L^{(2)}$.
2. Construct the scalar product matrix $B$ by multiplying the squared distance matrix $L^{(2)}$ with the matrix $J = I - \frac{1}{n} A$. That is $B = -\frac{1}{2} J L^{(2)} J$, where $n$ is the number of switches, and $A$ is the squared matrix with all elements are 1. This procedure is called double centering.
3. Determine the $m$ largest eigenvalues $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_m$ and corresponding eigenvectors $e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_m$ of the matrix $B$ (where $m$ is the number of dimensions).
4. The coordinates of the switches $U = Q_m \Lambda_m^{1/2}$, where $Q_m$ is the matrix of $m$ eigenvectors and $\Lambda_m$ is the diagonal matrix of $m$ eigenvalues of the matrix $B$, respectively.

The coordinates of the switches $U$ may differ from those of $X$ in Equation (1). This simply means that they are expressed relative to two different coordinate systems, which, however, can be rotated into each other [17].

Based on the above analysis, we design the embedding algorithm of path lengths to calculate the coordinates of switches in the virtual space as shown in Algorithm 1, which can preserve the network distances between switches as well as possible. First, Algorithm 1 takes an input matrix giving network distances between pairs of switches, which is known to the control plane of the network [12]. Then, Algorithm 1 utilizes the fact that the coordinate matrix can be derived by eigenvalue decomposition from $B = U \Lambda U'$ where $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements $\lambda_i$. Thus, $U = Q \Lambda^{1/2}$ gives coordinates that reconstruct $B$. The coordinates in $U$ may differ from those of $X$ in Equation (1). This simply means that they are expressed relative to two different coordinate systems, which, however, can be rotated into each other [17].

### Algorithm 1: Coordinate-based Indexing

**Input:** The shortest path matrix $L$.

**Output:** The coordinates of the switches $U$.

1. Compute the squared distance matrix $L^{(2)}$.
2. Construct the scalar product matrix $B$ by multiplying the squared distance matrix $L^{(2)}$ with the matrix $J = I - \frac{1}{n} A$. That is $B = -\frac{1}{2} J L^{(2)} J$, where $n$ is the number of switches, and $A$ is the squared matrix with all elements are 1. This procedure is called double centering.
3. Determine the $m$ largest eigenvalues $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_m$ and corresponding eigenvectors $e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_m$ of the matrix $B$ (where $m$ is the number of dimensions).
4. The coordinates of the switches $U = Q_m \Lambda_m^{1/2}$, where $Q_m$ is the matrix of $m$ eigenvectors and $\Lambda_m$ is the diagonal matrix of $m$ eigenvalues of the matrix $B$, respectively.

which is just the eigendecomposition of $XX'$ based on Equation (2). This proves that the eigenvalues of $XX'$ are all nonnegative because they consist of $\phi_i^2$ and squared numbers are always nonnegative.

Furthermore, suppose that we do an eigendecomposition of $B = QAQ'$. We know that scalar product matrices are symmetric and have nonnegative eigenvalues based on Equations (2) and (4). Therefore, we may write $B = (Q \Lambda^{1/2})(Q \Lambda^{1/2})' = U \Lambda U'$, where $U = QA^{1/2}$ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements $\lambda_i$. Thus, $U = QA^{1/2}$ gives coordinates that reconstruct $B$. The coordinates in $U$ may differ from those of $X$ in Equation (1). This simply means that they are expressed relative to two different coordinate systems, which, however, can be rotated into each other [17].

Based on the above analysis, we design the embedding algorithm of path lengths to calculate the coordinates of switches in the virtual space as shown in Algorithm 1, which can preserve the network distances between switches as well as possible. First, Algorithm 1 takes an input matrix giving network distances between pairs of switches, which is known to the control plane of the network [12]. Then, Algorithm 1 utilizes the fact that the coordinate matrix can be derived by eigenvalue decomposition from $B = U \Lambda U'$ where $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements $\lambda_i$. Thus, $U = QA^{1/2}$ gives coordinates that reconstruct $B$. The coordinates in $U$ may differ from those of $X$ in Equation (1). This simply means that they are expressed relative to two different coordinate systems, which, however, can be rotated into each other [17].

Based on the above analysis, we design the embedding algorithm of path lengths to calculate the coordinates of switches in the virtual space as shown in Algorithm 1, which can preserve the network distances between switches as well as possible. First, Algorithm 1 takes an input matrix giving network distances between pairs of switches, which is known to the control plane of the network [12]. Then, Algorithm 1 utilizes the fact that the coordinate matrix can be derived by eigenvalue decomposition from $B = U \Lambda U'$ where $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements $\lambda_i$. Thus, $U = QA^{1/2}$ gives coordinates that reconstruct $B$. The coordinates in $U$ may differ from those of $X$ in Equation (1). This simply means that they are expressed relative to two different coordinate systems, which, however, can be rotated into each other [17].
data index in 2D is a two-tuple \((\frac{x}{2^{x-1}}, \frac{y}{2^{y-1}})\). The coordinate can be stored in decimal format, using 4 bytes per dimension. Hereafter, for any data identifier, \(d\), we use \(H(d)\) to represent its coordinate.

B. Publishing a data index

Under the COIN mechanism, each switch greedily forwards a data index to its neighbor, whose coordinate is closest to the coordinate of the data index. Recall that greedy routing on a DT graph provides the property of guaranteed delivery [15][19], which is based on a rigorous theoretical foundation. Therefore, to achieve the guaranteed delivery, the control plane first constructs a DT graph, which connects all switches’ coordinates in the virtual space.

1) DT construction: Given a set of switches and their coordinates in a set of points \(P\), we adopt the randomized incremental algorithm [20] to construct the DT \(DT(P)\) in the 2D virtual space. After constructing a DT, note that a DT neighbor of a switch may not be its physical neighbor. Therefore, to achieve the guaranteed delivery, each switch maintains two kinds of forwarding entries. The first one makes it forward packets to its physical neighbors, while the other one makes it forward requests to its DT neighbors. Note that a DT neighbor could also be a physical neighbor. But, here, those DT neighbors are the neighbors except for the physical neighbors. The switches that are not directly connected to an indexing edge server would not participate in the construction of the DT. Those switches are just used as the intermediate switches to transfer data indexes to the DT neighbors.

For a switch \(u\), the forwarding table \(F_u\) is used to forward packets to DT neighbors. Each entry in \(F_u\) is a 4-tuple \(<src, pred, succ, des>\), which is a sequence of switches with \(src\) and \(des\) being the source and destination switches of a path, and \(pred\) and \(succ\) being the predecessor and successor switches of switch \(u\) in the path. A tuple in \(F_u\) is used by \(u\) for message forwarding from \(src\) to \(des\). For a specific tuple \(t\), we use \(t.src\), \(t.pred\), \(t.succ\), and \(t.des\) to denote the corresponding switches in the tuple \(t\).

2) Forwarding the data index: The switches are associated with their coordinates in a virtual space. A switch knows the coordinates of itself, its physical neighbors and its DT neighbors. The switch can obtain the coordinates of such switches based on its forwarding table entries where we utilize the P4 switch [21][22]. Multiple match-action tables are declared in the P4 switch where the standard table includes two properties: key and action [22]. Meanwhile, the action could include some parameters, which are provided by the control plane. Recall that the coordinates of switches are calculated by the control plane in Section III-A1. Then, the control plane converts the coordinates of the switches into the forwarding entries and inserts those forwarding entries into the corresponding switches. More precisely, the control plane inserts the parameters of an action that include \(x\) and \(y\) values of a coordinate into a match-action table through a table_add command. After that, in each match-action stage, the switch can calculate the distance between a pair of coordinates of a neighboring switch and the data index in the virtual space.

When a data item is cached by an storing edge server. The edge server will publish the data index to an indexing edge server. The data index is firstly sent to a switch. The switch, say \(u\), uses the virtual coordinates of its physical and DT neighbors and the coordinate \(p=H(d)\) of the data index to compute estimated distances. For each physical neighbor \(v\), switch \(u\) computes the estimated distance \(R_v=\text{Dis}(v, d)\), which is the Euclidean distance from \(v\) to \(d\) in the virtual space. For every DT neighbor \(v\), switch \(u\) computes the estimated distance from \(v\) to \(d\) by \(R_v=\text{Dis}(v, d)\). Switch \(u\) selects the neighbor switch \(v^*\) that makes \(R_v^*=\min\{R_v, R_d\}\). If \(R_v^*<\text{Dis}(u, d)\), \(u\) sends the packet to \(v^*\) directly if \(v^*\) is a physical neighbor or by the virtual link to \(v^*\) if \(v^*\) is a DT neighbor. If \(R_v^*<\text{Dis}(u, d)\) is not satisfied, switch \(u\) is closest to the coordinate of the data index. Then, switch \(u\) directly forwards the data index to its indexing edge server.

Forwarding to a DT neighbor: When switch \(u\) receives a packet that is being forwarded in a virtual link, the packet is processed as follows. Assume that a switch \(u\) has received a data index \(d\) to forward. Switch \(u\) stores it with the format: \(d=<d.des, d.src, d.rel, d.idx>\) in a local data structure, where \(d.des\) is the DT neighboring switch of the source switch \(d.src\), \(d.rel\) is the relay switch, and \(d.idx\) is the payload of the data index. When \(d.rel\neq\text{null}\), the data index \(d\) is traversing a virtual link.

The forwarding at switch \(u\) is specified by two conditions and the corresponding actions. When the first condition \(u=d.des\) is found to be true, switch \(u\) is the DT neighboring switch, which is the endpoint of the virtual link. Then, switch \(u\) will continue to forward the data index \(d\) to its neighbor, which is closest to the coordinate of the data index in the virtual space. In particular, the second condition is for handling messages traversing a virtual link. When \(u=d.rel\), switch \(u\) first finds tuple \(t\) from the forwarding table \(F_u\) with \(t.des=d.des\) where \(F_u\) is defined in Section III-B1. Then, switch \(u\) revises \(d.rel=t.succ\) based on the matched tuple \(t\). The last step in switch \(u\) is to transmit the data index to \(d.rel\). Based on this setting, messages can be forwarded to the DT neighbor of a switch. Last, the data index will be forwarded to the switch whose coordinate is closest to the coordinate of the data index in the virtual space, and then, the switch forwards the data index to its indexing edge server.

C. Querying a data index

So far, we have introduced the procedure of publishing a data index. Under the COIN mechanism, querying a data index is similar to the publishing procedure. The querying procedure is also to use the identifier of the data index, and each switch greedily forwards the querying request to the switch whose coordinate is closest to the coordinate of the data index in the virtual space. That is, the switch uses the same method shown in Section III-B2 to determine the indexing edge server, which will respond to the querying request. Then, the indexing edge server returns the data index that indicates the data location in the edge network. Last, the data requester can retrieve the data using the shortest path routing or other routing schemes, which is orthogonal to this work.
D. The optimization design for multiple index copies

At current, we only consider one data index for each shared data. However, for the fault tolerance or the load balance, the edge network could store multiple data indexes for each shared data. That is, the data indexes of a shared data can be stored in multiple different indexing edge servers. To enable this, we further optimize the COIN mechanism under multiple index copies. We have described that the indexing edge server for a data index is determined by the hash value \(H(d)\) of the data index where \(d\) is the identifier of the data index. Now, to enable multiple index copies, the indexing edge server for the \(i_{th}\) index copy is determined by the hash value \(H(d+i-1)\). Note that the data identifier is a string. The serial number \(i\) of the index copy is converted to a character, and then, the string of the data identifier and the character are concatenated. Last, the hash value of the new string uniquely determines the indexing edge server that will store the index copy. Furthermore, when there are \(\alpha\) index copies, the indexing edge server that stores the \(\alpha_{th}\) index copy is uniquely determined by the hash value \(H(d+\alpha-1)\).

The key challenge is how to quickly obtain the optimal index copy that is closest to the ingress edge server when multiple index copies are available. It means that the path of retrieving the index is shortest. However, achieving this goal is hard because we just know the identifier of the data index, and we do not require the ingress edge server to store other more information. Recall that the coordinate of the data index is calculated based on the hash value of each index copy. Then, the data index is forwarded to the switch whose coordinate is closest to the coordinate of the data index in the virtual space, and the indexing edge server directly connected to the switch will store the data index. In this case, to select the optimal index copy without probing all index copies, the key enabler is to reflect the path length between two switches by the distance between the corresponding points in the virtual space, which has been achieved in Section III-A1. After that, the switch can forward the querying request of a data index to the nearest index copy based on the coordinates of the switch and the index copies. Therefore, under the COIN mechanism, the ingress edge server can quickly select the index copy that achieves the shortest path length to retrieve the data index.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Implementation and prototype-based experiments

We have built a testbed, which consists of 6 P4 switches and 12 edge servers as shown in Fig. 4. We implement the centralized indexing (C-index), the DHT indexing (D-index) [6] and our COIN mechanisms on our testbed, and further compare the performances of the three different indexing mechanisms. We implement the COIN mechanism, including all switch plane and control plane features described in Section II-B, where the switch plane is written in P4 [21], and the function in the control plane is written in Java. The P4 compiler generates Thrift APIs for the controller to insert the forwarding entries into the switches. The P4 switch supports a programmable parser to allow new headers to be defined where multiple match+action stages [22] are designed in series to achieve the neighboring switch whose coordinate is closest to the coordinate of the data index. The P4 switch calculates the distance from a neighboring switch to the data index in the virtual space in a match+action stage.

We first compare the path lengths and the number of forwarding table entries under different indexing mechanisms. The path lengths from all edge servers to the indexing edge server are calculated, and then, the average path lengths under different indexing mechanisms are obtained. In the following figures, each error bar is constructed using a 95% confidence interval of the mean. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the average path length achieved by our COIN mechanism is close to the average path length achieved by the C-index mechanism and is obviously shorter than the average path length achieved by the D-index mechanism. Note that the C-index mechanism uses the shortest path between an ingress edge server and the indexing edge server to retrieve a data index. The D-index mechanism retrieves a data index while employing multiple overlay hops where one overlay hop is related to the shortest path between two edge servers. However, our COIN mechanism only employs one overlay hop to retrieve the data index.

Furthermore, we compare the number of forwarding table entries for the data indexing under different indexing mechanisms where the C-index and D-index mechanisms forward the packets by matching the source and destination addresses. Fig. 5(b) shows the average number of forwarding table entries per switch under different indexing mechanisms. As shown in Fig. 5(b), our COIN mechanism achieves fewer forwarding table entries.
entries in switches than the other two indexing mechanisms. It is because that under our COIN mechanism, the number of forwarding table entries in each switch is just related to the number of its neighboring switches. However, under the C-index and D-index mechanisms, the number of forwarding table entries increases as the increase of the number of flows in the edge network.

We evaluate the impact of multiple index copies on the performance of the COIN mechanism. We have stored 10,000 data items, and two index copies are maintained for each shared data. Then, we randomly generate some data requests and test the latencies of retrieving the data indexes under different indexing mechanisms. Fig. 7 shows that the COIN mechanism achieves the least average latency to retrieve the index copy among the three indexing mechanisms since the COIN mechanism can quickly select the optimal index copy based on the coordinates of switches and index copies in the virtual space. We can find that the gap between the C-index mechanism and the COIN mechanism is small in Fig. 7. It is mainly because that the scale of our testbed is small. Furthermore, we will conduct large-scale simulations in the next section.

B. Setting of large-scale simulations

In simulations, we use BRITE [23] with the Waxman model to generate synthetic topologies at the switch level where each switch connects to 10 edge servers. We vary the number of switches from 20 to 100. Note that our COIN mechanism can be scaled to larger networks. At current, there have been much research on improving the performance and scalability of the control plane [12][11][13]. Meanwhile, it is worth noting that the advantage of the COIN mechanism will be more obvious when the network size increases. We compare the centralized indexing (C-index), the DHT indexing (D-index) [6] with our COIN mechanism. We adopt two performance metrics to evaluate different indexing mechanisms including the path lengths and the number of forwarding table entries for retrieving data indexes. In the following figures, each error bar is constructed using a 95% confidence interval of the mean. Meanwhile, we evaluate the impact of multiple index copies on the path lengths of retrieving data indexes.

C. The path lengths for retrieving data indexes

In this section, we evaluate the path lengths for retrieving data indexes under different indexing mechanisms. The path lengths from all edge servers to the indexing edge server are calculated, and then, the average path length is obtained.

Fig. 6(a) shows that the average path length of retrieving data indexes are almost the same for COIN and C-index mechanisms. Note that C-index mechanism uses the shortest path from an ingress edge server to the dedicated indexing server to retrieve the data index. Meanwhile, we can see that COIN and C-index mechanisms achieve significantly shorter path lengths than the D-index mechanism from Fig. 6(a). The average path length under the D-index mechanism has an obvious increase as the increase in the number of switches in Fig. 6(a). However, the increase is slow for COIN and C-index mechanisms when the number of switches changes.

Note that the results are achieved in Fig. 6(a) where only one index copy is maintained for each shared data. Furthermore, we evaluate the change of the average path length when there are three index copies for each shared data. In this case, we test the path length for each index copy, and the path length of the shortest path is recorded for each indexing mechanism under each network setting. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 6(b), which shows almost the same trend as Fig. 6(a). That is, the average path length for retrieving data indexes under COIN mechanism is close to the average path length achieved by C-index mechanism and is obviously shorter than the average path length under D-index mechanism. It is worth noting that C-index mechanism is a centralized indexing mechanism and suffers from the performance drawbacks in the fault tolerance and the scalability.

Fig. 6(c) shows that more index copies result in shorter path lengths for retrieving data indexes under the three indexing mechanisms. Meanwhile, we can see that the impact of index
copies on the path length under D-index mechanism is more obvious than the other two mechanisms. However, D-index mechanism still needs a longer path to retrieve a data index than COIN and C-index mechanisms. As shown in Fig. 6(c), our COIN mechanism employs the shortest paths to retrieve data indexes than D-index and C-index mechanisms when three index copies are available for each shared data. More precisely, our COIN mechanism employs the average 68% and 59% shorter path lengths than D-index mechanism when there are only one index copy and three index copies, respectively.

D. Forwarding entries for retrieving data indexes

In this section, we evaluate the number of forwarding table entries for searching data indexes under different indexing mechanisms. For C-index and D-index mechanisms, we use the wildcard forwarding entries to significantly reduce the number of forwarding table entries.

Fig. 8(a) shows the change trend of the number of forwarding table entries as the increase of the number of switches under different indexing mechanisms. Each point in Fig. 8(a) indicates the average number of forwarding table entries over all switches under each network setting. We can see that, for C-index and D-index mechanisms, the average number of forwarding table entries increases as the increase in the number of switches from Fig. 8(a). However, the average number forwarding table entries of our COIN mechanism is almost independent of the network size since it is only related to the number of neighboring switches for each switch. Meanwhile, we can see that the upper error bars for the C-index mechanism are significantly higher than our COIN mechanism from Fig. 8(a). It is because that the C-index mechanism employs the shortest path routing where some switches are frequently used in most of shortest paths, and then, a large amount of forwarding table entries are inserted into those switches.

The result of Fig. 8(a) is achieved when there is only one index copy for each shared data. Furthermore, Fig. 8(b) shows the average number of forwarding table entries for different indexing mechanisms when three index copies are stored for each shared data. In this scenario, we can see that the average number of forwarding entries for our COIN mechanism is the least among the three indexing mechanisms. Note that the average number of forwarding entries decreases when the number of switches varies from 90 to 100. The reason is that the network topologies are generated independently under different network sizes. We can see that, for the C-index mechanism, the increase of the number of index copies causes the increase in the number of forwarding table entries from Fig. 8(c). However, more index copies have no impact on the number of forwarding table entries for D-index and COIN mechanisms. Furthermore, our COIN mechanism uses 30% less forwarding table entries compared to the well-known distributed D-index mechanism.

E. The impact of multiple index copies

First, we test the impact of multiple index copies. Here, three index copies are maintained for each shared data. C-index and D-index mechanisms randomly select one index copy to retrieve the data index. The Co-random mechanism also employs the coordinate-based indexing mechanism, but randomly select an index copy to retrieve the data index. In Fig. 9, the path lengths of retrieving data indexes under Co-random and C-index mechanisms are very close, and they are obviously shorter than the path lengths under D-index mechanism. Meanwhile, we can see that our COIN mechanism employs the shortest paths to retrieve data indexes than the other three indexing mechanisms under any network size from Fig. 9. That is, the experiment results show that retrieving the data index from the nearest index copy in the virtual space incurs obviously shorter path length than retrieving the data index from a randomly selected index copy without sampling all index copies.

V. RELATED WORK

Data sharing in other computing environments. Although there are some researches about the data sharing in P2P networks and Web Proxies, we present why those researches...
are not enough to solve the corresponding problems in edge computing. The sharing of caches among Web proxies is an important technique to reduce Web traffic and alleviate network bottlenecks. Fan et al. proposed a new protocol called “summary cache” [4], where each proxy keeps a summary of the cache directory, and checks these summaries for potential hits before sending any queries. Iyer et al. presented a decentralized, peer-to-peer web cache called Squirrel [24]. Bo et al. proposed reference architecture for P2P systems [8] that focuses on the data indexing technology required to support resource locating. A P2P index can be local [25], centralized [5] or distributed [6]. With distributed index-based search scheme, pointers towards the target reside at several nodes, and distributed indexes are used in most P2P designs nowadays.

We have compared those indexing schemes in Section II-B.

Peer data sharing among edge devices. At current, there are some researches about the peer data sharing in edge devices (e.g., smartphones). Song et al. proposed Peer Data Sharing (PDS) that enables mobile devices to quickly discover what data exist in nearby peers and retrieve desired data from possibly multiple edge devices [26]. Furthermore, Huang et al. considered caching fairness for peer data sharing among edge devices [27]. However, there is still a lack of researches about the data sharing among edge servers, which can provide more opportunities for peer data sharing among edge devices.

VI. CONCLUSION

In edge computing, edge servers need to cache the data to provide services for edge users and many emerging applications. The data sharing among edge servers can effectively shorten the latency of retrieving the data and further reduce the network bandwidth consumption. A key challenge to achieve this goal is to provide an efficient data indexing mechanism no matter how the data is cached in the edge computing environment. The COIN solves this challenging problem, and attractive features of COIN include its routing simplicity, provable correctness, shorter path length, and less forwarding table entries. Our experimental results confirm that the effectiveness and efficiency of the COIN mechanism. We believe that COIN will be a valuable component of edge computing.
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